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ANNUAL LET TER 2006
Old traditions are entitled to be revived.
Lis Böger

Introduction:
I will reach my 60th birthday within a few weeks and therefore I will start a new section of
my life. And so I have decided to start to report every year which nice and exiting (and not
so nice) things the past year brought to us.

Winter & Spring
Because we stayed at home at Hochdorf on christmas and New Year, 2006 started very familiar. At some of the christmas days we visited my parents and stayed at my son Michael’s
parents-in-law together with the children and grandchildren.
On chrismas my brother Wolfgang stayed together with us at Hochdorf. Reinard’s sons
Alexander and Sebastatian had a nice sylvester party at our home together with our neigbours Martina and Sigurt and their doughter Laura.
Rudi, our he-cat, also stayed with us. As every time he was very afraid about the explosive
devices outside...
We had enough snow this winter and many sunny days to go for a walk.
On my 59th birthday in february we had a little party. Kay and Ursel Stolzenburg, old
friends from Bad Homburg, Anja Siebold and Brigitte Ehret were visiting us at Hochdorf.
Several times I visited my grand-children at Reutlingen and so spring started earlier as expected. In march my son Michael became 37 and Simeon celebrated his forth birthday.
Easter days were not very spectacular. But then, on 19th of April we started for our first
great travel in 2006:
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Sarajevo

Sofia

Nesebar

Edirne

Meteora

With our TWINGO down to Naxos and back
Journey there: Maribor (SLO), Sarajevo (BiH), Kraljevo (SCG), Sofia, Plovdiv, Nesebăr
(BY), Edirne (TY), Nestos Delta, Kavala, Meteora-Monasteries, Lamia, Piraeus, Naxos
(GR).
Maribor was our first destination. It’s a small city with a fairly renovated center but with
only one hotel, this with exorbitant prices. Therefore we drove on to the south and stayed
at Ptuj for that night where we found a nice and small hotel.
Sarajevo with its mosques was our first islamic influenced town on this journey. It is situated at a river’s side surrounded by fairly high mountains. From there Sarajevo was taken under fire by the serbs during last balcan war. Many holes and broken buildings can still be
seen as well as larger destructions.
Sofia with its socialistic and k.u.k. buildings is a nice »village« as a bulgarian woman later
told us at Nesebăr. We met her there three days later when we had breakfast. O.k., she is
living in Berlin... Thanks to the Lonly Planet we found very quickly a small hotel in the center from where we could reach all interesting sites by feet.
The old town of Plovdiv (world heritage site) with its »rebirth houses« which were built
after the osmanes retracted in 19th century impressed us very much. The town is build on
seven hills (yes, like Rome!) lying at a river’s side. There you can find the relicts of all culture
periods starting with the Thrakes (and even earlier...).
The old town of Nesebăr (world heritage, too) is situated on a small peninsula in the
Black Sea, It’s a real gem and consists almost of rebirth houses, most of them only build
from wood. The part of the coast following Old Nesebăr to the north is the wide bulgarian
toutistic aerea »Sunny Beach«. It’s the pure opposite to the village, like Benidorm...
On our way to Turkey at the border we met a former bus driver from Ludwigsburg. Now
he is the boss of this border office. He saw the number plate of our car and we were invited
to drink a cup of tea together with him...
The turkish villages following were much more crowded than the bulgarian villages we had
just left.
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Kavala, Aquaduct

Port of Piräus

Daughters of Astrid & Nikos

Bay of Azalas

Bay of Lionas

Many turkish flags were spanning over the main street leading to the center of Edirne.
From far we already could see many minarets of these many big and impressing mosques of
our first real islamic town. It’s a fantastic turkish town with really big mosques and basars.
Also there it was very easy to find a small hotel in the center.
Next morning we started to the Mediterranean Sea, the Nestos Delta, interesting sites
and along the coast we reached Kavala with its huge aquaduct and a massive castle.
We crossed the peninsula of Chalkidiki - unfortunately it was raining. Nevertheless it’s a
wonderful green landscape there, full of woods and mountains. We leaved Thessaloniki
after a short inspection - too big, too much traffic... That night we stayed in a small camping hotel situated directly at the beach, south of Thessaloniki.
After one day there with a lot of rain we started over to the Monasteries of Meteora
(world heritage...). The landscape looks really bizarr, gigantic and nearly unreal; it’s all the
the same wether you look from the top or from the bottom...
Every monastery is on the top of a stone finger. You can visit them all - if you like to be part
of the crowds of tourists. We liked very much to have just a survey...
Reaching Athens next day we had the old hot traffic of a capital we like so much. We
reached the port of Piraeus in the afternoon, got our tickes for the boat as usual and reached Naxos after midnight.
Four Weeks at Naxos
As since many years we were living at Hotel Elizabeth (http://www.hotel-elizabeth.com),
meeting all our friends there. Every morning we had a one-hour-walk on the beach - with a
short swim of course. We visited our friends and felt a little bit exhausted. It was a long
journey which now started working in our heads. Many impressions the last two weeks...
At Azalas we met Astrid and Nikos together with their four children: Irini, Angeliki, Nikiforos and the very new one who was not baptised until then and therefore did not have an
offical name. Also the parents of Astrid where there. The family is living there in a wonderful surrounding. Ingbert, our friend who creates these fantastic and marvellous marble art
in the old monastery in castro we met several times (http://www.ingbert-brunk.de).This time we also visitited again the bay of Lionas from where I took my loved big, white marble
stones home.
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Castle of Butrint

Gijrokaster

Villa Bacci at Fier

Apollonia

Beach of Shengjina

Journey back: Naxos, Piraeus, Delfi, Vonitsa (GR), Butrint, Gjirokaster, Sarande, Fier,
Vlores, Apollonia, Durres, Tirana, Kruje, Shkoder (AL), Petrovac, Kotor (SCG), Mostar
(BiH) Promaijne, Krk, Opatija, Rabac, Pula, (HR), Triest, Bozen (I), Mustér, Chur (CH),
Lake of Konstanz, Hochdorf.
From the port of Piraeus we drove to Delfi. There again I asked the oracle and said thanks
for the correct informations I got there last year. At night again we stayed in a small and
nice hotel with a fantastic view down to the sea and the bay.
We went on meeting the same points as last year, only in opposite direction. But we did not
drive around Albania as last year: This time we wanted to see this country. We wanted to
find a frontier crossing in the very south part at the seaside of Albania. And we found one.
A new, very perfect street let us to the crossing of Mavromati. More about that later... A
short way before we reached the border we found a last wonderful small greek bay with a
fisher village, north of Igoumenitsa.
The top highlight of our trip was Albania!
Butrint (world heritage...) was the very top climax - like a fairy tale from 1001 nights. But
before we were reaching it, travelling there from the greek-albanian border was a special
adventure: No place name signs. No signs at all. Only sand and stones on the »street«. No
orientation starting at the albanian side of the border! But »Bubi« (our GPS device) guided
us to Butrit. We realized that only when we saw the sign of the cultural site.
Gjirokaster with its old turkish part (world heritage - of course!) in the mountains serves
nearly everything: A nice room to sleep, an albanian teacher talking german, who gave us all
the informations we needed and a very nice and inexpensive restaurant with a 15 year old,
perfectly English speaking boy as a servant who was the pupil of this teacher.
Sarande we only passed. Seems to be a desert-like place only with new big buildings not
yet finished...
We visited Appollonia near Fier, a large site of the the Greek and Romans (World heritage again). Next Fier we stayed over night in a first-class “Stundenhotel” - involuntary of
course. We saw the price list per hour only when we closed the door after putting our luggage there.
At Vlores and Durres (with NATO port) we stayed only for a short time. Both of these
towns do not feel very cosy.
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Kruje

Tirana

Bay of Kotor

Mostar

Arena of Pula

Tirana was not as big as we thought. The obligatory big former socialist place with culture
palace, monument, theatre and an old mosque was impressing. There we met a young man
who had travelled by bike from Swizerland to Tirana - and who wanted to go more far. Unfortunately there was not enough time to talk because his host for this night was waiting.
Next morning we went up to Kruje in the mountains. A very picturesque village was waiting there for us. The view really was that mentioned in the Lonly Planet.
In Shkoder, near the border to Montenegro we got help from a very polite man who came
to our car when we were standing there trying to find the way over the bridge to the border
on our map. He came over from his shop and asked in german language if he could help.
Again there where no signs and without him it would have been very difficult to find the
way to the other side of the river.
Albanian people are very poor, but for us this did not seem to make them sad. We only
met laughing, friendly and nice people. Even the officials at the border and the police men
who checked us several times were always laughing and seemed to be happy that we were
visiting their country. At the border they were helping us to fill out these papers which were
only in albanian language.
In Petrovac which was our first destination in Montenegro we stayed for another day to
recreate. We were there last year, same place, in a small restauant with some roomes, directly at the waterside of the small port.
We already knew most parts of The Bay of Kotor (world heritage) from last year - but
not the southern part which is picturesque and like in Italy. So we drove all around the bay
this time.
At Dubrovnik we left the seaside and travelled to Mostar (world heritage..) a must-go, at
least to see the rebuilt Old Bridge (Stari Most). We found a wonderful old town which was
nearly completely destroyed in civil war in the 90’s. It was reconstructed in old style too.
The new part of the city is still full of destroyed buildings. It looks depressing... In Hotel
Mostar (only 2 or 3 hotels are available in Mostar, but occupied by busses full of tourists) we
spent our night in a small bedroom beneath the roof - no other room was available.
The coast of Dalmatia and the Bay of Kvarner up to Triest, going around the Istrian peninsula is a dream: Big and small bays with small fisher villages and large tourist centers are
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Evening on Krk

Opatija

Lake of Como

Father’s 85th birthday

Garden party

alternating. The prices for bed and food in the southern areas being more moderate as in
the northern parts.
There are several towns and villages having this status »world heritage« (Dubrownik, Zadar, Trogir) which we were visiting last year and which we only passed. This time we visited Šibenik and Primosten.
We also wanted to visit one of these croatic islands. And so we crossed the big bridge near
Kraljevica to Krk where we found a private room offered by a woman from Hamburg
who is married with a man from Krk she got to know many years before when he came to
Germany for working. Opatija we had a special look on this time. Georgeous manions, hotels and parks and crowds of tourists we found there. On our way around the peninsula of
Istria Pula with its collosal Roman arena and historical old town was a special point. The
arena is in a very good condition and nearly as big as the Colosseum in Rom.
Back at home we were on June, 7th, passing Triest, Venice, Trient, Bolzano - All
without visiting them - it was enough for us, we wanted to come home...

June/July: At Home
The weekend after we again travelled - together with Martina, our neighbour, to the Lake
of Como an did camping up in mountains because our loved Hotel Riviera longer exists... In
the early morning of the 2nd night we got terrorized by shouting and rioting of some drunken young men. So we hastily leaved that place, drove down to the lake and had an early
breakfast after that shock.
17th of June we celebrated the 85th birthday of my father. We did this in out place so
that he could meet his great-grandchildren Simeon and Janina together with his grandchild
Michael (their father...). My brother Wolfgang, my sister Gabi together with Axel, her husband, where there together with Esther (Axel’s mother) and her sister Lore. So it was a nice
birthday for my father.
8th of July we had our traditional garden party, with barbecue and all that things. This
time we had to install a tarpaulin so that the short rain coming down could not disturb us.
Again many people were attending this party, friends, neighbours and family. Was really nice. Again we recognized that we have to celebrate at least one party every year so that all
these people can meet as they are scattered all over Germany.
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Regensburg

Novi Sad

Hunedora

bei Stefi in Rasnow

Bukaresagain.

With Our Twingo From Hochdorf To Vilnius And Back
We started on July, 12 for our second trip.
Journey there: Regensburg, Passau (D), Linz, Wachau, Vienna (A), Budapest (H), Novi
Sad (SCG), Temeschwar, Huneduora, Sibiu/Herrmannstadt, Rasnow/Rosenau, Bran, Bukarest, Delta of Danube, Tulcea, Isaccea, Galati, Succeava, Monasteries of Moldau (RO),
Khmelnytskyi, Jarmolintsyi, Ivano Frankivsk, Deutsch Mokra, Lviv/Lemberg (UA), Zamošc,
Biała Podłaska, Białistok (PL), Vilnius (LT)
Regensburg (world heritage, fresh!) has a wonderful renovated old town. In my memories
I think of this town as grey and dirty. Today the houses are light and pastel coloured, freshly
dressed up because Regensburg got the honor to become World Heritage this year.
The landscape of Wachau is wonderful, to the left and to the right of river Danube. We
did not tasteVienna - it was too hot, too big, too busy. Perhaps some day... Budapest in
the morning was emty but again very hot - even so early in the morning. We had a look
from the other side of the river from where you can see these giant buildings. This town is
worth an extra trip too.
Novi Sad was a bit smaller then. We wanted to visit this town because it is one of these
tows which were heavily damaged by NATO-bombing. The big bridge over the river which
was broken by the bombs was finished this year. The town is nicely renovated, full of life,
even in the evening. You can see the influence of the k.u.k. times very clearly.
In Huneduora we visited our first castle in Siebenbürgen. A castle as of a pictures book,
with all kinds of towers, bridges, gates. It is situated on a small hill right above a run-down
steel plant which now is owned by the indian Mittal - as most of such plants in Eastern Europe, as we could see on this trip. The town itself is full of romanian new built »castles«, decorated with all kind of tin-roofs. The new-rich people do not seem to live there...
In Sibiu (Herrmannstadt) they are eagerly renovating their precious houses. The town is
full of baroque, classicism and k.u.k. buildings. We tried to visit the Black Church but it was
closed. The market place is not yet finished but you can already see that it will be very nice.
At Rasnow (Rosenau) they also have a wonderful old medieval castle. All around in this
area you will also find many so called Church Castles. In former times people very often had
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Sunflowerfield

at the Danube

flat land

in the delta of Danube

Moldau-Monasteries

to leave their homes and flee inside these castles. Huns and Osmans invaded there several
times. We found the very nice hotel of Stefi, married with a man from Netherlands.
In Bran you will find this »original« castle of Dracula. We did not move nearer when we
saw the busses... But nowhere we could find garlic, stakes or Dracula’s teeth.What we found
was »Dracula-Camping«...
Bukarest after all was a real »hammer«. The place with this Ceaucescu Palace and the surrounding buildings were such a kind of megalomania we never saw in other former socialist
towns on our trips.
The Delta of Danube is a giant landscape full of rivers, swampland but also fields full of
sunflowers, corn, wine... Unfortunately there is no border crossing to Ukraine. We did not
want to cross Moldavia (cases of robbery, visa - only for some minutes...).
So we missed Odessa but got acquainted with another place of world heritage, the Monasteries of Moldau in the landscape of Bukowina. Four of these monasteries were on our
way and were visited by us. Some are Church Castles and they are completely painted with stories from the bible - inside and outside!
In Ukraine we wanted to visit a young programmer Reinard got acquainted with in internet. But first we stayed for one night in Chernivtsi (Czernowitz), capital of Bukowina and
home town of Paul Celan, a great poet. We also visited the large jewish cemetery. Chernivtsi
was a jewish center in Eastern Europe - until Hitler and his handmaids... In the restaurant
of the hotel met two german hikers from Dresden. They wanted to go up to Hoverla, the
highest mountain of the ukrainian Karpates. Was a very nice evening. They were full of stories...
In Khmelnytskyi we met our young friend and his girl friend. There almost were no old
buildings. People seem to be very poor. Most of them have no work or they are doing a job
for dealers outside of the town in a very big local market where they also normally buy every- thing they need. There are not so many shops inside the town which is about the size of
Ludwigsburg. Most things seem to come from China. I think, this market is like a separate
town, full of halls, huts, kiosks.
Victor and his girlfriend Swetlana, both about 22 years old, were our guides for two days.
They showed us everything and answered our questions. Also they showed their village
Jarmolytsi to us where they are living. A big, poor looking place, only little green, still
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Ortsschild-Königsfeld

Jüdischer Friedhof

mit Internetfreunden

Ziehbrunnen

Khmelnytskyi

with a bust of Lenin. And nobody knows, why it is still standing there... Most of the older
houses are from wood (like in the baltic states), having a small garden with a well.
From Khmelnytskyi we drove to Ivano Frankivsk, the nice little home town of Juri Andruchowytsch, one of the most important ukrainian writers. We already read some of his
books. His daughter, also a young writer, we met in Stuttgart this autumn on a lecture party
together with Ljubko Deresch (both are less than 25 years old).
From there we went again down to the south, to the ukrainian Karpates. We wanted to see
Königsfeld and Deutsch Mokra, because they are two of originally german villages,
founded about 200 years before by Maria Theresia for loggers from Austria and Germany.
It was oppressive to see how people are still living there today - nothing seems to have
changed there exept that they got electricity. The street wasn’t a street at all, only a field of
stones and potholes in most parts. The river Tereswa took away the street last year and since
that time nobody cared about. And every day big trucks taking the wood down to the saw
mill do their destroying work, driving to and fro. For about 25 km it took us three hours,
full of fear wether our Twingo would do his job or not...
Thes people we met there were the poorest people I ever saw in my life. Over night we
stayed in the living room of one of these families at the end of the valley. So they could earn
some money and the children were happy about some sweets.
With Lviv (Lemberg), the capital of Galicia, we had a problem. When we reached the
city it started to rain, the hotel did not have a garage, there was no parking place outside
within 15 minutes ... So we only could drive around and look a little bit around. Still much
to do, streets are very old and full of potholes. Nice, well renovated buildings, a town really
to spend some time. Before world war II about 80% of the inhabitants were Jews.
Through Eastern Poland we passed very quickly after we had to wait at the border to pass
for about four hours. At Zamošc we spent again some time looking what had been changing since last year. Renovation goes on. The market place gets ready now - an italian
dream...
Via Białystok and Suwałki we travelled to the east, crossed the border to Lithuania and
finally reached Vilnius and our »home place« at Raudondvaris.
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Riga

Bay of Riga

Elblag

Malbork

Lake of Ostrowiec

Four weeks at Raudondvaris, north of Vilnius:
Again we found our rooms in Bokštas at our friends in the country side with horses, riders
and competitions. We all, together with our friends, were happy to meet again and there
again were some more of these special parties and banquets...
From Vilnius we did a three-day round trip to Latvia:
In Riga this time we had a nice guide, a young latvian woman Reinard got acquainted with
via internet by a friend in Portugal. Riga we knew already, having been there 3 years ago. So
we were interested in what had chanced since then. It is an imposing city, hanseatic style,
full of life and with a bunch of very nicely renovated »Jugendstil Houses«. Agrita showed us
places we never had been before. It was very nice to meet her.
Again we went on, along the Bay of Riga and then to the west, the old countryside of Kurland, the »Latvian Switzerland« with its hills (really!), waterfalls and the most northern wine
yard of the world!
Reaching the coast of the Baltic Sea we found a nice pub there. As we were sitting and eating suddenly there was greek music: The landlady had been in Greece last year...
What did not happen last year because of a water accident in the school in Rieše came
true this year: On first of september, at the start of the school, the exhibition of Reinard’s photos started. Twentyfive big pictures, most from flowers, and a 2 x 3 meters wall
picture with a scene from Naxos is a present of Reinard to the school, where Stasia, mother
of our friend Jurate, is director.
September, 4 : Journey back: Augustow, Gizycko, Frombork (Frauenburg), Elblag
(Elbing), Malbork (Marienburg), Charzykowy (Klein Konitz) (PL), Jena, Hochdorf.
From Suwałki and Gizycko in the countryside of Masuren, follolwing the border of Kaliningrad area we came to the Baltic Sea near the »Frisches Haff«, a wonderful landscape,
quiet and very dreamy. In Frombork (Frauenburg) we found a little hotel late at night
and a good restaurant.
Next morning we went on to Elblag (Elbing). There one can see how a completly destroyed old town restarts living: Renovated old houses and new ones harmonize there around the old brick cathedral.
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La Palma, Elga’s place

at Chipi Chipi

Welcome Clouds

Pomegranates

Billows at Fajana

The castle of the cross knights (world heritage!) at Malbork (Marienburg) is situated
above the river Nogat. The site is wonderful, collosal, pretty restaurated but full of tourists.
Smoothly we went on to Germany now. On night we stayed at at small lake at Charzykowy (Klein Konitz). Of course: Room with balcony and view to the lake... They also had
a smart restaurant with excellent dinner and breakfast. You really could feel it, we were
going west...
The next day we reached Jena, where we visited Madeleine and her husband, friends from
MTS time. At night we stayed at hotel »Ziegenhainer« which we alread knew very well.
Next morning we took a look at the city of Jena, looking what had been changing since
these 6 years we were not there. In the evening of that day we finally reached Hochdorf
(september, 7th). Rudi our cat was very happy that we were back at home.
Because we wanted to spend most time of the winter on the island of La Palma we had to
look for tickets very quickly. And so we left Stuttgart on 10th of october. We will be back
on 14th of january.
Our living here is very comfortable. We live in the guest house of Reinard’s aunt Elga for
our own. Together with Elga we have fun with some old films we have on the laptop, looking pictures and listen to »El Tenderete« on sunday evening in television together. Several
times we went out for lunch with her, e.g. to restaurant »Chippi Chippi« where they serve
fantastic pieces of meat and bien mesabe (made from hony and almonds) as dessert!
Internet we have in the computer shop uptown in Todoque.
Reinard nearly finished with categorizing our pictures and attaching GPS data so we can
look at the pictures on GoogleEarth soon. I started learning spanish and proceed with writing down my biography. We are reading much and are relaxing...
When we will be back in january unpleasant things are waiting: We have to look for a new
flat and have to decide where we want to live in the future. The flat we are living in now will
be sold in october 2007. So we have to leave the flat before these days...

We wish You peaceful Christmas days, a good start in 2007
and we hope to see you next year happy and in health!
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